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Abstract- 
This paper presents a simple channel estimation algo- 

rithm based on the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) method 
for a Dual Transmit Diversity system, using a Space-Time 
(ST) receiver that takes into account the channel estimation 
error and assumes that the unknown channel has a given 
complex bivariate Gaussian probability density function (pdf) 
(i.e., a Ricean distribution). The channel pdf is updated for 
the next iteration by estimates of the statistics of the chan- 
ne1 coefficients, and a very simple adaptive algorithm is 
derived for channel estimation. Simulations confirm that 
the proposed scheme achieves robust performance in the 
time-varying scenario with few training symbols, when the 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is not very low. The algorithm 
is capable of efficiently tracking a fast Raleigh fading chan- 
nel. However, the occurrence of two types of ambiguities 
might result in error propagation which are addressed here. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing need for high-quality wireless commu- 
nications over fast multipath fading channels. In most scat- 
tering scenarios, antenna diversity is a practical and effi- 
cient technique for reducing the effect of multipath fading 
[I]. These schemes employ pre-coding, namely Space-Time 
Coding (STC). which is appropriate for multiple transmit 
antenna systems. STC leads to a considerable increase in 
bandwidth efficiency and system capacity [2]. 

Although it has been proved in [SI that in the presence of 
small errors in channel state information. STCs still result in 
an improved bandwidth efficiency over classical transmit- 
ting schemes, Considerable degradation is observed when 
the channel estimation error increases. This could be im- 
proved by sending more pilot symbols (training symbols) 
during the transmission at the cost of losing some band- 
width efficiency, especially in the case of fast time-varying 
channels. The performance of existing receivers for STC 
methods degrades dramatically in time-varying channels [3], 
and an efficient channel tracking algorithm is required to 
provide the CSI. Hence, robust detection algorithms for these 
methods are needed for good operation when the CSI is not 
exactly known. 

In this paper, a simple algorithm is developed for the 
channel estimation, employing the MAP data detection al- 
gorithm proposed in [ 121 that takes into account the channel 
estimation errors. This estimator updates the parameters of 
the channel distribution in each iteration, which in turn is 
used in the next iteration for both data detection and chan- 
ne1 estimation. Results indicate that the proposed algorithm 
requires only a few training symbols, e.g., one block of s y n -  
bok, for initialization. Simulations verify the robust perfor- 
mance of the proposed receiver for time-varying channels. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 11 the sys- 
tem and receiver structure are provided. In Section 111, a 
Baysinn estimator is presented for the channel parameters 
and its performance is studied in a special case. Permu- 
tation ambiguity is also proposed in this section. Finally, 
some concluding remarks are discussed in Section IV. 

11. SYSTEM MODEL AND RECEIVER STRUCTURE 

For simplicily in this paper, the Dual Transmit Diversity 
(DTD) technique is considered [l]. This scheme can be de- 
scribed as follows: 

where Rk E C Z L  and N k  E CZL are the received signal 
and the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), respec- 
tively. Transmitted symbols, s l , k  and s1.k. both take their 
values randomly from C = {c" E CL}::,, where I< is the 
number of constellation points and L is the dimension of the 
transmitted signal space. The channel gains, hl .k  and h2.k. 
are complex random variables. The notations (.)* and (.)H 
stand for complex conjugate and Hermitian, respectively. 

We use the detector proposed in [I21 that takes into ac- 
count the uncertainties of CSI and adopt the notations ( . ) l c l k - l  
and ( . ) k i k  to denote U priori estimates and U posteriori es- 
timates at the kth iteration, respectively. Following these 
notations, Table I summarizes the proposed detection algo- 
rithm. The receiver is provided with the received signal Rk 
and inaccurate U priorichannel information, H k l k - l ,  where 
the matrix, Ck/k--lr represents U priori covariance of the 
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Fig. 1. 
H k p  und Xklk represent the estimated CSI. 

The block diagram of the joint Detector and Estimator, where 

channel errors. The value Cklk, represents the a posteriori 
covariance of the channel coefficients when the error prob- 
ability is very small, satisfies following inequality [121: 

- 
COV ( HklklRkr S k  = s k )  = 'kjk < Cklk-1. (2) 

Table I and the above inequality show that Hklk can be con- 
sidered as the a posteriori estimate of the channel when the 
Symbol Error Probability (SEP) is low. This implies that 
Hklk can be used the output of an iterative algorithm to 
estimate the channel coefficients. 

III. JOINT CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND DETECTION 
The adaptive channel estimation is based on the concept 

of decision feedback. In each iteration, the a posteriori pdf 
is first maximized by the detector proposed in Section II. 
Then the channel a posteriori pdf is maximized to estimate 
the channel. This channel estimator characterizes the apos- 
teriori pdf of the channel parameters as a complex Gaussian 
pdf. The structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 
The output of the estimator is used in the feedback loop via 
a one-step predictor for detection in the next time iteration. 
(2) validates this approach, as the covariance matrix of the 
estimated channel vector decreases in every iteration, and 
the estimator uses an equation based on this covariance ma- 
trix. Following the above notation and the result of (2), the 
iterative channel estimation algorithm, which is designed 
based 0," the detection results, is summarized in Tahle U, 
where Sk is the detected symbol matrix and Rk is the re- 
ceived signal vector at the kth iteration. Figure 2 shows the 
block diagram of the proposed channel estimator, when the 
error probability is ignored. 

After presenting performance curves of the estimator, the 
performance of the estimator in time-invariant and time- 
varying scenarios is also investigated. Simulation results 
show the improved capability of a diversity scheme using 
channel estimation. This also shows that transmission di- 
versity, while providing better bandwidth efficiency [2,51, 
enhances the capability of the channel estimation. 

Case I :  lime-lnvariunt Environment: Figure 3 shows 
the evaluation of the estimator performance in one itera- 
tion. This estimator is evaluated for two different cases: 

Fig. 2. The Mock diagram of the CSI estimator. 

SNR (in dE4) 

Fig. 3. Perfomnce of the chamel estimator in one itention versus dif- 
ferent<2.nndHkjk-l = [l; 11. Theexperimentisrepented 12SoM)times. 

A 

I) When g k  is known, i.e., Sk is a training pair F d  there 
is no error probahility in detection; and 2) When s k  is oh- 
t i ned  by the proposed detector in Table I. A comparison of 
the performance between these two cases shows a consid- 
erable error reduction just after one iteration, so the impact 
of the decision errors has no practical consequence if the 
channel estimation error, c2. is small enough. Otherwise, a 
small number of training symbol pairs are required. Here, 

the SNR is defined by 10 log ('"''"~~~l""'') . /  

Case 2: lime-Vuriont Channel: In order to derive an 
adaptive channel estimation algorithm, we assume that the 
channel variation, Ak = f fk+l  - Hk. is independent of H k  
(i.e., a Markov model of the first order), and Cov (A&) = 
~ 1 .  This gives: 

A 

E k f l l k  = A COV ( Hk+l - H k l k  I T s ^ k = s k > :  

= 71 f c o v  (Hk - Hklk I s k  = Sk) = 71 f Cklk.  

In the above, Ak is$so assumed to be zero-mean and inde- 
pendent of s k  and Sk. All these assumptions x e  reasonable 
in practice. By using this approach, the iterative LMS-type 
algorithm is proposed as in Tahle II, in which p is the step- 
size introduced in the algorithm to control the trade-off be- 
tween speed of convergence and maladjustment, and q is a 
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Fig. 4. Mean Square Ennr (MSE) of the proposed estimator, ik. ,  
E [IIH; H1/~11~].fo~differentvaluerof~~(uvemgeof25erpe"ments; 
the training sequence is jus1 one iteration). 

compensation factor for the channel variations in two suc- 
cessive samples. It is to be noted that the step-size, p, and 
the compensation factor, 11, should be adjusted and finely 
tuned for each environment. The pelformance of this algo- 
rithm is evaluated first for one iteration. This evaluation is 
then expanded for two scenarios of time-invariant and time- 
varying channels in  the next subsections. 

A. Stutioriury Sreriurio 

For a time-invasiant random channel, Hk, the learning 
ability of the channel estimation algorithm is investigated, 
employing a 4QAM modulation scheme. The time-invariant 
channel is generated by two correlated complex Gaussian 
random variables. The implementation of the proposed al. 
gorithm requires a short training period to initialize the U 

priori channel estimate. After this period, it switches to the 
decision-directed mode. During the training mode the re- 
ceiver knows the transmitted symbols, while in the decision- 
directed mode, the detected symbols take their place. In the 
stationary case, simulations show that the algorithm needs 
just one pair of symbols (one iteration) for the training mode 

to recognize the direction of the channel gains, which is de- 
picted in Figure 4 for different values of (? and SNRs. The 
results show that the estimation algorithm performs better 
when the SNR increases. Figure 5 presents the effect of the 
channel estimation error on the SEP with one pair of train- 
ing symbols in  the steady state mode. The result shows that 
the estimation algorithm has very good performance at high 
SNRs when compared with a receiver that knows the chan- 
nel. However, some degradation is observed at low SNRs. 
The bandwidth cost for one training pair is not significant. 

B. Time- Wiving Scenurio: Slow Fulling Chuiinel 

I )  Fuding Chunnel Simulutor: In wireless mobile com- 
munications, a time-varying channel is caused mainly by 
Doppler shifts and the carrier offset frequency. These can 
he modeled either deterministically through basis function 
expansion or randomly as autoregressive (AR) processes 
[61. Here, the simple Clark and Cans fading model (i.e., 
E[hi,khi.l;+,,,] = J"(w,jm) where JO is the Bessel func- 
tion) [SI based on Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 
[7] is used to simulate the time-varying channel parameters. 
For more details, see [I I]. 

2) Siinrrlution Resrrlrs: Figure 6 shows the performance 
of the proposed estimator. Here, just a few training symbols 
are sent in the initialization mode to obtain good tracking 
accuracy. Afterwards, the algorithm distinguishes the chan- 
nel variations and tries to track the channel vector. Note 
that in lower values of SNR. pilot symbols need to be sent 
periodically to achieve good tracking performance. 

There are two types of ambiguities that might result in 
error propagation. The phase ambiguity. described in [12], 
can be resolved either by using differential modulation schemes 
or by periodic transmission of a few training symbols. Dif- 
ferential ST modulation schemes, e.g. [3, 41, obviate the 
channel phase ambiguity at the expense of 3dB SNR loss 
in the performance. The other ambiguity is the following: 
Permutation Ambiguity: In (I), it is seen that the received 
signal, R, remains invariant if (sl ~ s?: hl, hz) is transformed 
into (s2, -SI, hz; -hl). Therefore, in practice in a non- 
stationary environment, if hz passes by -hl, the receiver 
might detect ( S Z ?  -sl) instead of (SI? 52).  In other words, 
the receiver ignores the crossover; therefore the channel es- 
timation algorithm will track (hz, - h ~ )  instead of ( h ~ ,  hz). 
After crossover, algorithm fails to recognize the change of 
the situation and continues to consider ( S Z ,  -SI; hz, -hl) 
instead of the quadruplet (sl ~ sz, hl ~ hz) .  This phenomenon 
C M  be resolved 1) by the detection of crossovers and an 
improved tracking scheme for the channel vector, 2) by pe- 
riodic use of one or two training symbols, 3) by the use 
of differential STC coding methods, e.g. [3,4], or 4) by a 
combination of these methods. Figure 7 shows the effect 
of this permutation ambiguity on the channel tracking. As 
seen in this figure. this pennutation mostly happens in low 
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Fig. 7. Effect of permutation ambiguity an channel tracking performance; 
SNR=ZdB, 10 mining pain. and wd= 0.1 ragsec. 

SNRs when both (or one) channels me in deep fades. After 
the pennutation event, the algorithm is unable to continue 
tracking correctly beyond the crossover point. 

In [13], some remedies are suggested to combat these 
ambiguities. One method is an improved tracking dgo- 
rithm based on an estimation of speed of variation of Hk 
[9,10]. This algorithm detects possible crossovers by com- 
paring Jhl + h2l with a smdl positive threshold E > 0, and 
if there is any possibility that a crossover has occured, the 
channel parameters are updated by using only the estimated 
speeds from previous iterations. For more details, see [13]. 

TABLE 1. Summary of Detection Algorithm 

TABLE E. Summary of Channel Estimation Algorithm 

IV. CONCLUS~ONS 
We show that exploiting diversity transmission in a fading 

environment not only results in a considerable improvement 
in SEP, but also greatly improves channel estimation and 
tracking. A very simple and efficient channel estimation al- 
gorithm b a e d  on MAP detection scheme is presented. The 
combination of the proposed detection and channel tracking 
algorithms using the decision feedback concept provides an 
efficient and successful solution in this context. Error prop- 
agation caused by two types of ambiguities is outlined. 
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